While these efforts had built a substantial foundation for event data-by the mid-2000s, virtually all refereed articles in political science journal used machine-coded, rather than human-coded, event data-the overall development of new technology remained relatively small. This situation changed with the DARPA-funded Integrated Conflict Early Warning System (ICEWS) [9, 10] , which utilized event data development coded with automated methods. The key difference between the ICEWS event data coding efforts and those of earlier NSFfunded efforts was the scale. The later phases of ICEWS [9] moved to near-real-time, global event data production and the scale of this coding effort increased even further, now covering 175 countries and nearly 20-million stories [16] .
There are two main approaches to event coding, statistical and rule-based. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. A statistical method may have some advantage in accuracy; however, it needs labelled training data which is labor intensive, and for any change, it needs to go through retraining of the system. Jabari is a rule-based event coder that was built from Textual Analysis by Augmented Replacement Instructions http://web.ku.edu/~keds/software.dir/tabari.html (TABARI). Jabari was one of the event coders for the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS) and has been applied to many other projects. In comparison to statistical methods, to transfer Jabari into a relatively new domain, a set of new rules needs to be engineered based on domain knowledge. Empirically, a relatively small number of rules (in the tens) can find about 50 percent of the events. However, improvements beyond this level of performance require disproportionally more rules. Perpetually augmenting and maintaining the rule base is a challenge. Additionally, the brittleness of the pattern matching employed by Jabari affects the precision and recall of the processing results. The following example illustrates the problem discussed. Jabari event rules have a Main Verb, and a series of patterns using that verb, which Jabari matches word-by-word, e.g.
ABANDON -* HEADQUARTERS [0874] -* STRONGHOLD [0874] -$ * OUTPOST IN_ + [0874] -$ CREW * SHIP_ + [---] -* RE_TRIAL [---] -* ATTEMPT [080] -* PLAN_ [---] -* PARTY [160] -* TRUCE [196] -* ROLE [160]
In this example, due to the exact pattern matching employed by Jabari to ensure better accuracy, the best practice is to list all the possible patterns known at development time that include the verb ABANDON to cover as many of the relevant events as possible.
This paper describes our research aimed at injecting statistical learning into Jabari's pure rule-based system, reducing the brittleness of the pattern match and the never-ending cost of rule building. Our idea is to represent words, phrases and patterns by their semantic meanings to eliminate the need to keep adding all the possible verb patterns.
Semantic Jabari
In this section, we discuss the details of our enhanced system, called Semantic Jabari. A key innovation is to represent words and phrases, therefore, patterns, using a semantic vector representation [17] [18] . A semantic vector is a high-dimensional vector that captures the meaning of a language expression at different granularities, such as a word, phrase, or query, or a whole news article, story, or message, so that expressions with similar meaning are encoded by vectors that are similar to each other in vector space. We chose a highly scalable technique called Random Indexing [19] as the basis for generating semantic vectors. Random Index vectors are constructed based on the observation that words with similar meanings tend to occur in similar contexts. Word sequence information, too, can be encoded into high dimensional fixed-length vectors using permutation of coordinates [20] , helping to disambiguate the meaning of phrases that are sensitive to word order.
We encode each verb defined in the verb dictionary of Jabari and each word in its associated patterns with a semantic vector, using word context from the Jabari dictionaries and from generic dictionaries, such as WordNet. The pattern matching between the predefined event patterns and the text to be processed becomes a similarity comparison between two vectors for each word, allowing approximate matching and, thus, reducing the brittleness of the rule-based system. Currently, if a rule is built for "subject requests object", an event would not be extracted from sentence "A requires B" unless another rule is built for the verb "require". The semantic meaning for "request" and "require" can be encoded from WordNet. While the semantic vectors for "require" and "request" are not an exact match, they are highly similar. Extending Jabari with semantic pattern matching will preserve its current advantages of a short training time and will ease the effort required to add new event types. The added capability will increase the recall rate by matching semantically similar verbs and words that are not in the Jabari dictionary. It can also increase accuracy by selecting the best matching patterns from among competing alternatives. Pure rule-based matching, on the other hand, has no basis for selecting the best match and tends to select the first rule that matches. When fielded, we let the user control the degree of vector similarity necessary to declare a match. Thus, the user can tune the system for higher precision or recall. Selecting a similarity measure of 1.0 requires a perfect match and reverts the behavior of Semantic Jabari to that of the current Jabari.
Semantic Representation
Current statistical algorithms (e.g., LSA, probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [21] , and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22] ) model the statistics of word co-occurrence or word sequences (as in Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [23] ), and have led to tremendous progress in machine translation and topic discovery, but these methods largely operate on surface features, ignoring syntactic or semantic structure beyond part-of-speech tagging. Scaling using these conventional methods can also be a problem. In contrast, our approach makes use of additional linguistic information, and will overcome conventional methods' lack of semantics and scaling.
Semantic vectors capture the meanings of words based on the contexts in which they occur. Our method allows a rich variety of contexts, including neighboring words in text, larger contexts such as paragraphs, and "relational contexts" as given by WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu). The resulting semantic vectors for "similar" words are close to each other, but the nature of the similarity depends on the context used to derive the vectors, and includes both substitutional similarity ("doctor" and "nurse") and relatedness ("doctor" and "hospital").
Our algorithm incorporates word vectorization through a novel high dimensional random vector technique described in Kanerva [24] . The use of random indexing as a means of storing and comparing text statements has great potential. There are many ways to compare text. The most common way currently is to use a sliding window around a word and collect the words used with it to help define this word and find the similarity in its use with other words. A second approach is to use all the words in a statement to build a semantic vector, which captures the meaning of the word in that context. Capturing this data creates a very large workspace, which is difficult to store and process in real time. While many applications do not require real time processing, it is important in many applications, such as social network analysis. The storage space required to handle a large text corpus is also a concern with many methods. Random Indexing using sparse vectors is a good approach to overcoming both of these concerns.
A key benefit of semantic vectors is the substantial dimensionality reduction from projecting very large vocabularies onto, for our example, an eight thousand dimensional space of semantic vectors. This allows good generalization to rarely seen words, which "borrow strength" from their more frequent neighbors. It allows incorporation of larger contexts and it speeds computation over the more memory intensive n-gram language models. Our semantic vector model representations will scale to very large training corpora and will enable better coverage of rare terms and higher certainty for normal text patterns as well as easy inclusion of additional information to the current baseline. This method is also language agnostic and little effort is required to apply them to new foreign languages.
Encoding Word Semantic Vector Using WordNet
Each word in WordNet contains a definition and a set of synonyms that represent the same concept. For example, the concept home can also be expressed as dwelling, domicile, abode, or habitation, and many others. These words are known as a synset in WordNet. Each word is also associated with a definition, as well as a gloss. A gloss is a partial sentence that contains the meaning of the work in a certain sense; for example, a gloss of home is "deliver the package to my home". The definition for this first sense of home is "where you live at a particular time". Each Random Indexing (RI) representation of one definition and gloss became a first order vector for each word or concept. The second order vector for a word is created by combining its first order vector with the first order vector of the other concepts.
The algorithm for generating a semantic vector for words is as following.
1. Initiate a RI vector for each word a. Start with a zero vector of length d (e.g., d=8000) b. Turn k (e.g., k=10) 0s into +1s at random c. Turn k (e.g., k=10) 0s into -1s at random 2. Build semantic vector for word i a. Embed gloss for word i by "adding" the RI for each of the words in gloss to the RI of word i b. Similarly, embed definition of word i c. After all embedding, change any vector element >0 to 1, <0 to -1, so that the final vector consists only of -1s, 0s or 1s. Semantic vectors can be compared for similarity by a distance measure. In our experiments, we use the following measure: Count the number of vector positions where both vectors are 1, or both vectors are -1. Divide this count by the square root of [the number of non-zero terms in the first vector, times the number of non-zero terms of the second vector]. This measure of similarity is very similar to the Cosine measure of similarity. The Cosine measure uses a penalty of -1 for a mismatch, where one vector has a 1 and the other has a -1. The Cosine measure makes the most sense when antonym vectors are embedded and subtracted, which we do not do.
In the experiments, we removed stop words (short function words, such as the, is, at, which, etc.) and find the lemmas (grouping different inflected forms of a word) of each word when generate the semantic vectors.
Enhancing Original Jabari with Semantic Similarities
We integrated the RI based semantic vectors for the words with the Jabari software. The following experiment serves as a feasibility study for further research on Semantic Jabari. For the experiment, we implement a word-byword match between the verb rules and the sentences in question.
Jabari event extraction operates on each sentence. It uses OpenNLP to produce a parse tree and tokenize the sentence, then uses pattern matching to identify potential actors, agents and verbs based on the dictionaries. Jabari tries to match the available verb patterns to the verb phrase in the sentence, using the parse tree's Part-of-Speech analysis as a guide. On a match, the parse tree is then used to isolate the Source and Target of the event. The difference between Jabari and Semantic Jabari is that, when matching the verb phrase, instead of an exact verb pattern match, Semantic Jabari performs a semantic match using semantic vector similarities between the corresponding words. Figure 1 shows an example that was processed into a parse tree. This sentence is in Passive Voice, as indicated by the words in Purple. The correct Target is in Green, correct Source is in Blue, other Actors are in Red. The Jabari rule for this is the main verb "ARREST". Jabari will treat the main verb as a pattern unto itself. It also recognizes passive voice.
Experiments
Our preliminary experiment was targeted at demonstrating that Semantic Jabari improves recall over purely rulebased Jabari without sacrificing accuracy. The ICEWS program has conducted human evaluations on large-scale experiments, and the evaluation process proved to be very tedious and resource consuming. We planned to take advantage of ICEWS results as much as possible. We set up our experiments using the same ICEWS dataset. We observed that for the events that were extracted and coded by both original Jabari and Semantic Jabari, Semantic Jabari produced similar if not better results. Therefore, we focused our evaluation on event coding of the news stories where original Jabari failed to extract any events due to the brittleness of the event patterns.
Dataset
Semantic Jabari was tested on a corpus of data that has been used in ICEWS. It consists of 615,000 news stories from 2008 and 2009, with the first four sentences of each story. The stories come from a multitude of sources.
Experiment Setup and Results
We performed two experiments on the ICEWS dataset. As in original Jabari, we used OpenNLP to produce a parse tree and tokenize the sentence, then used pattern matching to identify potential actors, agents and verbs based on the dictionaries. The difference between Semantic Jabari with the original Jabari is that instead of requiring an exact match of the words in the verb pattern, we semantically match the meaning representation of the words as represented by semantic vectors. Figure 2 shows an example that illustrates how Semantic Jabari relaxes the brittleness of the original Jabari via semantic matching. In this example, the applicable rule implies that if a sentence matches "EXCHANGE VIEW", it will be coded as a "consult" event with code [040] . Since the original Jabari has no rule that corresponds to "EXCHANGE IDEAS", the event that should be extracted from this sentence is missed. Since the semantic meanings of the two expressions are similar, Semantic Jabari was able to extract and code the corresponding event. The example in Figure 2 illustrates how difficult and time consuming is to write rules for every expression for a verb. It is also difficult to write rules for all the verbs that may appear, even with a specific domain. In another example, "Pyongyang, January 31 (KCNA) -The US moves to isolate and stifle Iran are going awry." There was a rule for the verb "STRANGLE", but none for "STIFLE" which is semantically similar.
Nearly 100 scientists, environmentalists, politicians and UN officials exchanged ideas at a whaling symposium arranged by the Pew Charitable Trusts, a non-governmental US research institute.
EXCHANGE -% * VIEW [040]
Example Sentence:
We conducted two sets of experiments. In the first set, we generated one semantic vector for each word, combining all of the word senses available in WordNet. We used a similarity measure threshold of 0.3 (similarity ranged from 0 to 1) for a match. Semantic Jabari extracted 40 percent more events than original Jabari with 50 percent accuracy for the additional events that were coded.
We recognize that a word can have very different meaning with different senses and that the verb plays an essential role in event coding. In previous research [17, 18] , experiments have shown that the best result will come from keeping the senses totally separate as well as by having more words, definitions and glosses in the dictionary for the representation of each word. In the current implementation, we do not know the exact Part-of-Speech of each word in the sentence with enough accuracy, but we know which word is a verb.
In our next experiment, we generated two semantic vectors for each word, one combining all senses of the word as a verb, the other combining all other senses of the word (noun, adjective, adverb). We used a tighter similarity measure threshold of 0.5. We then used the semantic vector of the verb sense for the main verb, and used the semantic vector of all other senses for all other words in a pattern. Under these conditions, Semantic Jabari extracted over 4 percent more events than original Jabari, with 73 percent accuracy.
Conclusions
Random indexing captures context-based semantics in high-dimensional vectors to facilitate semantic comparison. The experiments presented above showed promise in using a semantic vector representation to enhance rule based systems. Higher recall obviates the need for adding rules to cover the events that the current Jabari rule set misses. Using semantic similarity, we can augment the rules automatically, hence reducing the cost of perpetual rule engineering. Unlike rule matching which can be affected by the order of rules in the knowledge base, semantic similarity matching matches to the best verb pattern, thus, enhancing precision while increasing recall of the system. Despite these enhancements, we maintained Jabari's capability of fast adaptation to changes in the application domain.
Our semantic language model embeds word context and relations, e.g., synonym, antonym, PoS etc., from a lexicon, such as WordNet, It is possible to further bias the semantic meaning to a specific domain by word context and relationships from an unlabeled training corpus.
In our preliminary experiments, similarity matching is performed based on word to word comparisons between the verb pattern defined in the dictionary with the verbs and nouns parsed from a sentence. In the RI approach, the structure and ordering of a language will be captured through permutation and projection of these random indexing vectors [20] , flattening a sequence of vectors `a b c d ...' into a single vector. Other researchers have proposed different ways of semantic compositions [25] . These will allow us to encode the rules and the parse tree that resulted from the sentence in the text being processed into one semantic vector. Context information and syntactic structure can also be encoded in that vector. Instead of comparing word semantic vectors word-by-word, we will be comparing words, patterns and meanings of the sentences in the context they appear.
